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COVID-19
NZARH Hair Industry Guidelines
Individual businesses may need to adapt the guidelines to their specific circumstances, but the overall intent of this
document should still be applied in all cases. These guidelines are expected to develop and evolve as requirements
change from Government and industry experience and are to be treated as a working document.
New Zealand’s COVID-19 alert system specifies public health and social measures to be taken against COVID-19.
As we move between alert levels the guidelines will indicate what we need to do to operate and plan for the kinds
of restrictions we may be required to put in place.

The goals of this document are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep workers and the wider community healthy and safe by preventing the spread of COVID-19.
Apply relevant guidance from the Ministry of Health and other Government agencies to the hair
industry.
Encourage a safe and respectful work environment and good communication between staff, clients and
the wider community.
Be used alongside your usual health and safety policy to ensure staff and clients are safe in
salons/barbershops.
NZARH is committed to working alongside Government to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
As an industry, we are united against COVID-19 and will do our utmost to protect our staff, clients, the
wider community and New Zealand.
We are in this together – this means trusting those we work with will keep us safe and that we’ll do the
same for them and our clients.

NZARH recognises that we must work together to ensure the health, safety and wellbeing of everyone in the Hair
and Barber Industry.
For information on what COVID-19 is, what the symptoms are, and how it spreads, visit
https://www.covid19.govt.nz
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Current Situation Updated24September2020
The most up-to-date information for New Zealand can be found on the Ministry of
Health website. For Covid-19 health advice and information, call Healthline on
0800 358 5453
All businesses must display the government QR code poster for use with the NZ COVID Tracer App,
by 19 August. Find out more and download the QR tracer app here

Current Situation - Masks would be mandatory from Monday 31 August 2020 on all public transport.
The Auckland Region is now at Alert Level 2. This will be reviewed on Monday 5 October 2020.
The rest of New Zealand will remain at Alert Level 1.

Where to get a Test for Covid-19 (Testing is completely FREE)
AUCKLAND Region – if you have symptoms you can:
 get a test a most GPs – call ahead to find out if you need a test and follow their advice
 get a test at a Community Testing Centre
Other Regions
People in other regions can check their local district health board website to find out about testing in their
area.
Financial Support
Help is available if you’re experiencing financial distress including help for businesses and foreign nationals in New
Zealand. Find out more here.

Financial Support for Businesses - click on the topic below to find out more.








Covid-19 Financial Support Tool
Wage Subsidy and Leave Schemes
Business Finance Guarantee Scheme
Business Cashflow and Tax Measures
Small Business Cashflow Loan Scheme
Insolvency Relief for Businesses
Apprenticeship Boost Initiative

As these guidelines are contingent to government decisions which can and does change periodically, we will update
the information from time to time accordingly.
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Introduction - Covid-19 Updated14August2020
The disease

(COVID-19)

COVID-19 is a new contagious illness that can affect the lungs and airways; it is caused by a type of
coronavirus. Experience of COVID-19 to date shows that all people are at risk of contracting the
virus, however some people are at higher risk at getting very sick from this illness. This includes
older adults and people who have medical conditions like heart disease, lung disease, asthma and
diabetes.
The virus is spread through tiny droplets of saliva and can survive on surfaces such as benchtops and
door handles for a number of hours and can then be picked up from there which is why refraining
from touching your face, and washing your hands is very important.

Signs and symptoms
Some people get a very mild form of the disease but it can kill some people quite quickly, especially
if they have diabetes or heart disease.

The signs and symptoms are:

Milder symptoms can be helped with normal medicines but if there is trouble breathing people may
need to go to hospital.
If you have these symptoms call the Ministry of Health’s special COVID-19 number on
0800 358 5453 or call your doctor, but don’t go in without warning them. Most of the deaths are
from fluid building up in the lungs so people can’t breathe.
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Wellbeing during Covid-19 Updated14August2020

Getting through together – Whāia E Tātou Te Pae Tawhiti is a national mental health and wellbeing
campaign brought to you by the team at All Right? – Community and Public Health (a division of the
Canterbury District Health Board) and the Mental Health Foundation of New Zealand. This campaign will
help New Zealanders get through the COVID-19 outbreak – together.
Learn more about the campaign and access resources here.

Looking after your wellbeing is essential right now. Learn more about the Five Ways to Wellbeing.


Connect, me whakawhanaunga



Give, tukua
Take notice, me aro tonu



Keep learning, me ako tonu



Be active, me kori ton
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Doing Business at Level 3 Updated14August2020
Golden Rules for business at Alert Level 3












If your business requires close physical contact it can’t operate.
Your staff should work from home if they can.
Keep contact tracing records of anyone who has close interaction, for example staff and
contractors. Get your QR code poster here.
All businesses must display the government QR code poster for use with the NZ COVID
Tracer App, by 19 August.
Customers cannot come onto your premises — unless you are a supermarket, dairy, petrol
station, pharmacy or permitted health service.
Your business must be contactless. Your customers can pay online, over the phone or in a
contactless way. Delivery or pick-up must also be contactless.
Basic hygiene measures must be maintained. Physical distancing, hand washing and
regularly cleaning surfaces. Workers must stay home if they are sick.
Staff must remain a minimum of 1 metre apart at all times where practical. Other measures,
such as PPE including face coverings, should be used where appropriate.
Different advice applies to essential healthcare workers, border agencies, courts and
tribunal staff, first responders and corrections staff. You can get further advice from the
Ministry of Health.
You must meet all other health and safety obligations.

More information on operating a business at Alert Level 3 can be found here
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Government Requirement
For Level 2 Trading
NZARH takes the health, safety and wellbeing of our owners and workers in
our industry seriously.
We have a mission to help our industry attain best practice while keeping their client’s, whanau and
our communities safe. We act with integrity when delivering the recommended guidelines to
industry, balancing the business requirements with the welfare needs of individual. The following
guidelines were released by Government on Monday 11th May 2020.
Under Alert Level 2, businesses must continue to eliminate or minimise work health and safety risks
so far as is reasonably practicable. This means those businesses operating in a close proximity
environment can operate, but will have to work differently.

Close proximity environments
Close proximity environments are those in which PCBUs can meet the same requirements as in a
controlled environment and also provide services involving close personal contact.






In these environments, when a worker is closer than 1 metre, PPE can be used. Other
additional safety measures can also be considered (e.g. appropriate use of barriers).
Close proximity environments are likely to include, but are not limited to hair salons,
physiotherapists, dentists, and home carers.
The type of PPE you use is an individual business’ decision based on the level of risk for that
organisation (e.g. number of people (workers and clients), the working proximity, the
physical work area, ventilation of the area, and the length of time people are together.
Work should only be completed within 1 metre if it can’t otherwise be achieved. The time
spent in close proximity needs to be kept to a minimum. At all other times, a 1 metre
distance should be maintained.

We recommend you highlight the relevant areas in the Covid-19 NZARH Hair Industry Guidelines
to make this easier to convey to customers or clients.
This will also make it easier to regularly review and update your approach.
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Government Requirement
For Level 2 Trading - cont.
Further considerations:




Although you may need to be close to your clients, workers need to keep 1 metre apart
from each other, when possible.
Sanitise surfaces, workstations, basins, screens and other equipment between use.
Use disposable equipment when possible.

Controlled Environments
Controlled environments are those in which you can reasonably:







require hand sanitising/cleaning.
clean frequently including between occupancy by different groups.
manage distancing of people.
keep groups contained and not mixing groups.
inquire regarding the health of users and refuse access if necessary.
keep a record (name, phone and email) of people who are present to facilitate contact
tracing if necessary.

NZARH Interpretation of appropriate PPE as stated by the Ministry of Health
In our industry, due to the close contact nature of what we do, masks or a face shield can be worn.
For staff they have the right to feel safe while they are performing their duties and clients have the
right to feel safe while they are within the hair salon.
Therefore, every salon has the right to refuse a client who is not willing to practice appropriate
infection control protocols. If staff (or clients) are sick they should stay home and reschedule their
appointment. Each salon/barbershop should have a poster on the door to remind both the clients
and staff not to enter if they are feeling unwell.
On 15th May 2020 the Ministry of Health updated their recommendation to:
As a precautionary measure for the initial phase of Alert Level 2, while we ensure the risk of exposure
to COVID-19 continues to be very low, for people whose work cannot avoid close contact with clients
(under 1 metre) for prolonged periods of time (longer than 15 minutes), with multiple clients being
seen over the course of the day (eg, hairdressers and beauticians) a face mask or face shield should
be considered as an additional measure to basic hygiene measures. Other than items the worker
may usually wear for protection from standard occupational risks, no other PPE is required.
If you choose to wear a facemask, it is important you put it on and take it off correctly. Similarly, if
you choose to wear gloves, you must still practice good hand hygiene. Remember to dispose of any
used PPE safely.
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Government Requirement
For Level 2 Trading - cont.
As an industry body, we strongly recommend hairdressers and barbers refer to the Ministry of Health Information about PPE in non-health workplaces, available on the Ministry of Health website.

NZARH recommends the following for Appropriate PPE
Stylist/Barber




Mask: Can be worn
Gloves: to be worn for hairdressing services as required. Frequent hand washing and use of
sanitiser is still required and recommended for services where gloves are not practical.
Face shield: Optional where close face fronting work is required in salons that offer beauty
treatments

Client/Guest





Mask: Can use (inform clients of option to bring their own. Have some available for client
use).
Gloves: Optional if client request gloves and if client can’t use soap or sanitiser because of
skin conditions.
Client cape/gown: Mandatory - This is part of the PPE equipment in salon and barbershops.
Because of the close nature of our work it acts as a barrier between client and barber/
stylist. A new clean cape/gown is required for each client. These should be laundered in
water between 60-90 degrees. They can also be sprayed with disinfecting spray and treated
as per product instructions. (e.g. Barbicide spray or Glenn 20) These capes/gowns can be
disposable.
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Guide for Returning to Work
Alert Level 2
Before you arrive at work




Before the hair industry returns to their workspaces it is recommended that you have a virtual meeting so that staff
are aware of their responsibilities and can contribute to the decision making and planning to keep themselves and
clients safe. This can be done via video conferencing or by
phone. If an in-person induction is required, the physical distancing and hygiene protocol must be followed.
Checked the hours they can work. Discuss any holiday requests, talk about wages, commissions and bonuses and any
variations.



Consider opening extra days to fit clients in.



How is their mental health and "Are they okay" (not scared about returning to work)?






Teams health and safety - All staff are to sign the Team Agreement Form to acknowledge they understand and accept
new safety measures.
Staff must have read the Health and Safety Plan detailing the steps they will take to reduce risks, including those
presented by COVID-19.
All staff should make sure they are fit for work and follow the personal health flowchart to confirm they are safe to be
in the salon.
Employers must have an understanding of how staff will travel to and from site and will communicate the salon
transportation protocol to all.



Employees are encouraged to keep a digital diary detailing their travel to/from work and any interaction with others.



Hair is to be completely dried and beauty/ make up routine to be done prior to arrival at the workplace.



Training on how to keep the salon sanitized.







Safe hygiene practices and social distancing are to be followed at home. You can let 1 or 2 more people into your
bubble.
Clean easy laundered clothing should be worn every day and wash immediately on arrival at home.
Ensure all staff understand PPE is required due to COVID-19 and that staff have access to the correct PPE as per the
Ministry of Health PPE Guidelines. To correctly use face masks or gloves please follow these guidelines.
Training on PPE gear which can be worn. (Gloves & Masks). Gloves, masks and sanitation equipment are available from
the NZARH shop.
Become familiar with the Health (Hairdresser) Regulations.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Arrival at work


Staff are to check in daily, using a sign in register or QR Tracer app of staff entering and leaving the salon must be
completed along with a health declaration (included as part of the sign-in register).



Allow enough time on arrival each day to update any information or concerns.



Physical distancing is to be observed between staff. NO hugs or personal contact.



Signage reminding staff and clients of the COVID-19 physical distancing and hygiene protocol will be posted at the
salon entrance and in common areas, where appropriate.



Staff must use their own equipment to avoid cross contamination.



Consider having multiple comb jars.




Face masks are recommended for staff on advice from international industry consultation. Available from the NZARH
shop.
Most work when colouring, cutting and styling can be done from the back or side of the client. Face fronting clients
should be kept to a minimum and under 15mins and client conversation should be kept to a minimum to prevent
droplet transfer.



Clients are welcome to bring face masks or face coverings.



If a stylist or barber has a beard this should be covered by the face mask also.



Clients are not permitted to bring anyone else with them to their appointment.



Clients to remove their own jackets.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
General Working Arrangements
To respect the social distancing it is necessary to ORGANIZE THE PEOPLE FLOW in the salon/barbershop.



Adapt the opening hours and organize staff rotation.



Re-organize the working station.



Consider rostering senior staff to part time to accommodate less client numbers. Staff will need to agree to reduced
hours in writing.



Keep a record of who is in each team/shift every day as you may be required to track back for contact tracing.



Reduced hours can be reviewed with Covid -19 results. Updates are available daily.



In rostering, hours consider training hours required by training providers for apprentices.











Apprentices could be considered to work full time, if numbers allow, assisting in clients being serviced faster.
(consider roster for training providers)
Clients need to be booked according to the restrictions of 1m social distancing. This may mean servicing at every
second workstation or staggering service start times to vary working positions of staff.
Timing of services are to be efficient to restrict the amount of time spent with a client.
If you want to keep a waiting area, you need to be sure your surface is large enough, if not you can, establish waiting
outside if someone arrives earlier than the appointment. In that case you can tape on the ground the 2 m distance that
has to be respected between 2 people in the line.
With higher staff numbers, it is important for every staff member to be vigilant with all COVID-19 WHS and hygienic
requirements.
Clients paying for services and rebooking could be pre organised before client leaves their bay to pay at reception. If
the client’s services, rebooking and retail could be paid at their bay this will discourage extra persons at the reception
desk.
Request credit card payments and discourage cash payments. This could be done prior to arriving to the salon via call,
text or email.



Restrict staff numbers at reception to the 1m social distancing.



Rotate staff roster breaks so that there are less staff in staffroom.



Any staff member who is experiencing flu like symptoms should immediately notify management, following the
response plan and seek medical advice.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Website & Social Media




Ensure all information regarding your COVID-19 WHS procedures are shared on website and social media.
When confirming clients, request they arrive with clean, freshly washed hair to lessen chance of virus tracking into the
salon.
Before each client’s appointment send them a SMS requesting the client cancels their appointment if they are
experiencing any cold or flu like symptoms.



Request client provides their own entertainment e.g., phone, iPad, laptop.



Request client brings own water bottle for hydration.



Request clients pay with card and discourage cash.

Reception/Retail/Fit out


All work is to be undertaken in such a way as to reduce any possible contact between staff and to promote physical
distancing wherever possible, as per the physical distancing and hygiene protocol.



Restrict staff numbers behind the reception desk to one person only.



No client mints or lollipops at reception.



Updated contact details must be kept on EVERY client.



All clients to use hand sanitiser or wash hands upon entering the salon/barbershop.



Keep front door open to avoid “touch points” on door handle, if possible.



Restrict numbers of clients to adhere the 1m social distancing



After welcoming clients, confirm that they have been well and not experiencing any cold or flu like symptoms. Record
this on the contact tracing form and recommend the QR tracer app.



Staff should make a note of who they have come into contact with each day.



Remove seats from reception or space out so there is enough distance between clients.



It is recommended clients are seated at every second workstation or staggering service start times to vary working
positions of staff.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Reception/Retail/Fit out cont.


A ‘no walk in’ or ‘casual’ client policy is recommended.



Use appointment reminder messaging instead of appointment cards.






Visitors to the salon, such as necessary delivery workers, will be restricted to one person wherever possible. These
workers must follow the salon transportation protocol.
All salons must implement cleaning measures as per the Cleaning guide.
Use of contactless payments or send an invoice by email for online payments are recommended. Discourage cash
payments.
Additional sanitary measures are to be implemented in salon to prevent the spread of COVID-19 e.g. hand washing
stations, provision of additional hand sanitizer, provision of disinfectant wiping products, as per the Physical distancing
and hygiene protocol.

Salon



No magazines or newspapers are to be provided.
Clients to be sat down where all surfaces have been cleaned and wiped over with disinfectant. This includes the bench
and chairs.



Clients are to not have bare feet on chair legs or footrests.



Clients should not be accompanied by friends or children. Babies in prams permitted.








Takeaway disposable cups if refreshments are required to be served (we recommend that the serving of drinks is
suspended in level 2 but understand that water may be needed by clients). Encourage clients to bring their own bottle.
Use biodegradable towels or single use towels. Otherwise, all towels to be laundered after use on each guest. After
using, put them into a plastic bag, until washing, and put it directly into a washing machine with warm water at
60−90°C (140−194°F) laundry detergent is recommended.
Hairdressers to undertake regular hand hygiene to limit transmission. Usual industry standards (gloves) regarding
colour application and removal are to still be observed.
Every gown is to be laundered after wearing. After using, put them into a plastic bag, until washing, and put it directly
into a washing machine with warm water at 60−90°C (140−194°F) laundry detergent is recommended. Spray
disinfectant can be used to render capes and gowns hygienic (Barbicide or Glenn 20)
Try to avoid shaking the towels, capes… before putting them in the washing machine, you can use, for example, hair
sticky removal roller.
All styling equipment to be cleaned, including blow dryers, straighteners and wave wands.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Salon cont.


Bobby pins taken out of a client’s hair cannot be reused on other clients.



Each trolley to be cleaned by owner of trolley. Keep personal favourite products on your trolley for ONLY your use.



Keep all styling aids and testers clean after use.



Avoid handing clients products, instead show tester and use by stylist only.



All brushes used on client must be washed with soapy water.



Cutting combs, sectioning clips to be sterilised with soapy water or sterilising spray.

Take Care of your Client


Perform hand hygiene in front of your client to show them that hygiene is a priority.



Where possible, conduct a remote consultation before arrival at the salon.



Ask clients to wash or sanitise their hands on arrival to the salon.



Encourage clients to wash their hands/sanitise on arrival.



Always wear a mask or face covering when in close contact with a client.

Basin Area


Wear gloves whenever possible.



Basins to be cleaned and disinfected after each client.



Shampoos, conditioner, mask, styling products: clean hands before using and applying a product or use as much as
possible, disposable tools like spatulas for taking product from a mask or even from a tube, preventing touching the
product and the applicator.



Neck rests to be thoroughly wiped with disinfectant.



Scalp brushes to be sterilised between use. Basin combs to be sterilised between uses.



Biodegradable, single use towels to be used.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Basin Area cont.




Cotton towels are to be used once. After using, put them into a plastic bag, until washing, and put it directly into a
washing machine with warm water at 60−90°C (140−194°F) laundry detergent is recommended. Do not take towels
home to wash. Disposable towels are an option and available here.
All basin stock to be kept clean.

Dispensary/Colour Area


Wear gloves in dispensary.



No gatherings in dispensary. 1m social distancing.



Wash all colour brushes and colour bowls with soapy water.



Clean and tidy as you go.



Wear gloves when removing all rubbish.



For multi-dose products, always clean and disinfect the external packaging frequently after been opened after every
use/with a client (pay attention to the easy touchable parts like applicator).

Bathroom


Bathrooms to be cleaned and disinfected regularly.



Use disposable hand towels and NO cotton towels that will be reused by others.



Use gloves when removing used paper towels.

Staffroom




No gathering in staffroom.
Lunch breaks are to be taken outside of salon/barbershop to avoid gathering or offer lunch roster to allow social
distancing.
No staff to share utensils or food.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Staffroom cont.


No staff to share drinks.



All staff to keep locker/personal storage area clean every day.



Clean as you go so no staff are cleaning your food bowls, plates or cups.



No food will be provided by the salon to avoid sharing.



Wear gloves when removing all rubbish.

Personal Hygiene


Wash hands regularly.



To avoid touching hair staff are to wear hair up in a fashionable pony or bun.



Arrive to work with clean hair.



Do not use salon brushes on own hair. Hair must be done prior to work



Wear clean clothes daily….no re wearing clothes from day before. After using, put them into a plastic bag, until
washing, and put it directly into a washing machine with warm water at 60−90°C (140−194°F) laundry detergent is
recommended. If possible, wash at the salon/barbershop.



Avoid long nails as they can carry bacteria. Avoid wearing rings.



If sneezing or coughing, use the inside, elbow and not hands to cover mouth.



No sharing of make-up, deodorants or any personal items. e.g. earrings.



Wear gloves when removing all rubbish

NZARH Guide for Returning to
NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
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NZARH Guide for Returning to
Work Alert Level 2 - cont.
Leaving work/once at home


Staff must also sign out, using the sign in register.



When returning home, staff will need to follow the necessary hygiene measures.



All salons/barbershops must be cleaned and sanitised at the end of the working day or end of each shift, as per the
Cleaning guide.



All waste and disposable PPE must be removed from the salon and securely disposed of as per the Cleaning guide.



Staff must follow the Salon transportation protocol.



Once at home remove clothing and wash straight away, in the washing machine with warm water at 60−90°C
(140−194°F) laundry detergent is recommended.



Take some time for yourself.



Maintain your bubble and social distancing at home, close gatherings of 10 are permitted socially.

Management protocols


Follow the COVID-19 Employer’s Checklist.



Communicate the salon/barbershop expectations and prevention measures to all staff.





You must have a COVID-19 Response plan in place to identify processes for dealing with suspected and confirmed
COVID-19 cases.
Don’t forget your normal health and safety obligations still apply. These guidelines are in addition to your usual Health
and Safety Policy.
Management need to ensure that staff feel safe while performing duties, this might require a formal; policy around
clients wearing face-coverings while in the salon.

More information
Healthline call 0800 3585453 www.health.govt.nz
Unite Against COVID-19 www.covid19.govt.nz
National Telehealth Service 1737.org.nz
Mental Health Foundation www.mentalhealth.org.nz
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FAQs
Q:
A:

Does everyone need to be re-inducted to the salon?
When first returning to work at Level 2, all staff and suppliers are to be re-inducted and informed of this protocol as
applicable.

Q.
A.

What is required at alert level 1?
NZARH will be working on level 1 guidelines and will advise of these once completed.

Q.
A.

What is a vulnerable worker?
Information about vulnerable workers can be found on the Covid-19 website.

Q.
A:

Why aren’t we recommending that thermometer testing should be mandatory?
Thermal detection devices are impractical to enforce and devices also vary and can be unreliable in determining if someone
is infected with COVID-19.
Moreover, your body temperature is not always a great way to tell if you’ve been infected by COVID-19 or any virus for that
matter. Not all people infected with COVID-19 show symptoms and if they do it can take days to appear… and what
happens if you’ve taken some medications to bring your fever down?

Q.
A.

Why is physical distancing one metre at work but two metres outside of work?
Government have advised that workplaces must operate safely – keeping one metre between workers, recording who is
working together, limiting interaction between groups of workers, disinfecting surfaces, and maintaining high hygiene
standards.

Q.

Are there any risks arising from restarting your business or a business activity that has been shut down during alert
level 4, and how will you manage these?
We will be operating with a higher level of H & S needed to ensure safety of all. Processes will need to be explained to staff
and then communicated to clients also. This can be done virtually, with social media or direct messages to clients. Checklist
and tick boxes will be used to constantly moderate needs and responses. Appointment processes will need to be stream
lined with staff to ensure efficient use of time and safe delivery of services.

A.

Q.
A.

Can we see more than one client at a time?
Yes you can have more than 1 client at a time. For example you could have a colour that is processing and you could do a
cut and blow dry on another client. You need to makes sure that you are still maintaining physical distancing while to do
this. People should not be in the waiting area.

Q.
A.

Is there a maximum to the number of people allowed in a salon at one time?
There is not a maximum amount of clients that you have in your salon, but you should take into account the amount of
space you have between clients. All clients should be seated, not standing, and be observing physical distancing. Only
clients that are having their hair done should be in salon. Clients should be advised wait until their appointment time
before entering the salon to avoid congestion at the reception area.
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FAQ’s - cont.
Q.
A.

How will you ensure all workers know how and are able to keep themselves safe from exposure to COVID-19?
Staff training, education, information and following basic hygiene, distancing and cough etiquette will be fundamental to
keeping staff safe. Connecting with team multiple times. Supply resource sheet and explain services procedures to staff
before their return to work. Have a meeting every morning to revisit the tasks and procedures. Review any processes that
may need attention to make safer or more streamlined. Have regular updates and a FAQ to explain processes and work
through concerns.

Q.
A.

How will you gather information on the wellness of your workers to ensure that they are safe and well to work?
Workers will have an induction at least 24 hours before they return to work. They will sign that they are fit, well and ready
to return to work and they will also make us aware of any changes to this declaration. The staff should also be encouraged
to work through the flow chart on ‘how they are feeling’ daily.

Q.
A.

How will you operate your business in a way that keeps workers and others safe from exposure to COVID-19?
Have resources available and checklists to fill out to make sure staff are not at work if they are unwell. Also have processes
for clients to work though that ensure only well people are coming in so safe environments can be maintained.

Q.
A.

How will you manage an exposure or suspected exposure to COVID-19?
We will use the resources in our pack to work through the process to maintain a safe environment. Follow these procedures
and alter any processes to assure safe practice.

Q.
A.

How will you evaluate, and continuously review, whether your work processes or risk controls are effective?
Audit control processes, use our checklists and reinforce safe personal hygiene. Reaching out to industry leaders for best
practice updates.

Q.
A.

How do any changes impact on the risks of the work you do?
We will have to change processes and retrain staff and inform clients and the public of these changes. There is a process of
education, demonstration, asking/questioning for clarification of processes. You need to work together with workers and
their worker representatives to develop answers to the seven questions and then share the plan with all your workers. This
will ensure your workers and others understand how you intend to manage the risks of COVID-19 and a safe return to work
at alert level 3.

Employer’s Checklist
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Employer’s Checklist


Have an up to date salon safety plan that is communicated and agreed with all staff.



Ensure all staff have read the safety plan and sign a staff agreement form.






You must have a COVID-19 Response Plan in place to identify processes for dealing with suspected and confirmed
COVID-19 cases.
Complete an incident report in the event of a suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19.
Maintain a Sign-in register and detailed schedule to understand the movements and activities of all staff and clients in
the event of an exposure to COVID-19.
Assist staff to access mental health and wellbeing information. Free call or text 1737 any time for support from a
trained counsellor.



Meet with staff regularly to keep them up to date with COVID-19 guidelines as we progress through stages.



Don’t forget your normal health and safety obligations still apply.



These guidelines are in addition to your usual Health and Safety Policy.



Ensure you have plenty of cleaning products available. Visit the NZARH shop.
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Physical Distancing and Hygiene
Guidelines - Alert Level 2
What is physical distancing?
Physical distancing, sometimes known as “social distancing”, is about keeping a safe distance from others.
Maintain a physical distance of at least one-metre between an individual and other clients/staff, including seating in the
waiting area.
This is important to help protect us from COVID-19, which spreads via droplets from coughing and sneezing.
You must ensure everybody is keeping the minimum safety distance between staff, clients, during their time in the
salon/barbershop.
Keep the safety distance in the break area of the salon/barbershop, where some disinfectant solution is also installed to clean
all the touchable surfaces after using it.
Restrict non-essential physical contact as much as possible. Avoid hand shaking, hugs and kisses.

General Working Arrangements


Where possible, conduct a remote induction before arrival at the salon.



Wash hands before and after using the facilities.



Enhance the cleaning regimes for toilet facilities particularly door handles, locks, toilet flush and sanitary bins.



Provide suitable and sufficient rubbish bins for hand towels with regular removal and disposal.



If you need to leave the salon for any reason, follow salon entry procedures on return.



Dedicated eating areas should be identified in the salon to reduce food waste and contamination.



Break times should be staggered to reduce congestion and contact at all times.




Hand cleaning facilities or hand sanitiser should be available at the entrance of any room where people eat and should
be used by staff when entering and leaving the area.
Staff should sit a minimum of 1 metre apart from each other whilst eating and avoid all contact. Staggered breaks are
recommended.



Payments should be taken by contactless card wherever possible and cash should be discouraged.



Shared crockery, eating utensils, cups etc. should not be used.



Tables/benches should be cleaned between each use.
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Physical Distancing and Hygiene
Guidelines - Alert Level 2 - cont.
General Working Arrangements – cont.


All rubbish should be put straight in the bin and not left for someone else to clear up.



All areas used for eating must be thoroughly cleaned at the end of each break and shift, including chairs, door handles.



Limit access and use of coffee machines and water fountains.

General Hygiene


All staff must sanitise their hands with hand sanitiser or soap and running water before entering the salon/barbershop.



Set up a specific place near the entry of the salon/barbershop for handwashing and/ or sanitising.



Any personal items brought to the salon by staff must be kept separate from other workers items




Individual PPE for staff, should they choose to wear it, must be kept separate from other staffs PPE and disposed of
correctly as per the Cleaning Guide.
All eating and drinking utensils to be cleaned by the user. Have paper towels accessible to dry.

Hand Washing
Ensure soap and fresh water is readily available and kept topped up at all times.
Provide hand sanitiser where hand washing facilities are unavailable.
Regularly clean the hand washing facilities and check soap and sanitiser levels.
Salons will need extra supplies of soap, hand sanitiser and paper towels.
Wet your hands under clean running water. Use warm water.
Put soap on your hands and wash for 20 seconds. Liquid soap is best.
Rub on both sides of both hands and in between fingers and thumbs and round
and round both hands....
Rinse all the soap off under clean running water. Use warm water.
Dry your hands all over for 20 seconds. Using a paper towel is best.
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Personal Health Flowchart
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Work Transportation Guidelines
Alert Level 2
Employers are required to have an understanding of how workers will travel to and from work
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Cleaning Guide
Alert Level 2
Salons/barbershops operating after Coronavirus COVID-19 level 3 is lifted need to ensure they are protecting their staff and
clients and minimising the risk of the spread of infection.
Consider your working environment and what is frequently used and touched by staff, clients and others. The virus can be
spread from person to person or by touching unclean equipment or surfaces. To stop the spread, focus efforts on cleaning areas
where the virus is more likely to spread.
Physical distancing should also be practiced when cleaning salons. Refer to the Physical Distancing and Hygiene Protocol for
more information.



Schedule regular cleaning.



Use a suitable cleaning product.



Use disposable cloths, if available.



Always wear disposable gloves when cleaning. When finished, place used gloves in a rubbish bin.



Wear disposable gloves while handling soiled items.



Wash hands immediately after removing gloves or after handling these items.

Definition
To clean an item means to remove any debris such as hair with a wipe to prepare the surface so disinfectant can make full
contact and be effective against all pathogens listed on the label. To disinfect an item means killing the bacteria using a chemical
or alcohol but the correct dilution, contact time and method must be used.
Disinfection only works on a clean item, so cleaning before disinfecting is always the first step.
70% ethyl alcohol to disinfect small areas between uses, such as reusable equipment or tools (for example, combs, scissors, clips
etc).
Cleaning aids, such as cloths or mops, must be germ-free or they’ll spread germs to other surfaces.
Here are some general cleaning tips to help prevent the spread of germs:
Cloths and sponges



Use disposable cloths or paper towels when possible.



Reusable cloths should be disinfected or washed after each use.

Common internal touch points may include:



Coffee machines and water fountains.



Common pens for sign in sheet to construction site.



Doors/door handles - look at all reasonable opportunities to remove them.
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Cleaning Guide
Alert Level 2 - cont.


Clean and disinfect floors, starting from one end of the premises to another (from the exit inwards).



Wash items such as towels, tea towels and other fabrics and dry thoroughly with a dryer.

Disinfection only works on a clean item, so cleaning before disinfecting is always the first step.
70% ethyl alcohol to disinfect small areas between uses, such as reusable equipment or tools (for example, combs, scissors, clips
etc).
Before leaving the salon at the end of the working day or end of each shift, wipe down any tables/surfaces with soapy water or
cleaning agents where possible. All staff must be checked out of site and record kept daily.
Mops and buckets



Use two buckets for mopping – one for detergent and the other for rinsing.



Mops and buckets should be cleaned and dried after each use.

Restroom


Keep the U-bend and toilet bowl clean by flushing after each use.



Lime scale should be regularly removed using a descaling product.



Keep the toilet seat, handle and rim clean by using a disinfectant
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Cleaning Guide
Alert Level 2 - cont.
Workstations


Clean and disinfect all station shelves, chairs, trolleys in between each client.



Ensure you know what your chairs can be cleaned with, get in touch with suppliers.





Clean and disinfect all tools. Scissors, combs, clippers and brushes. Using the correct measurements for the Barbicide or
similar and leave for the correct amount of time and use the correct method.
Store disinfected tools in a clean dry closed container that can also be disinfected.
Use clean laundered towels and capes on every client, or disposable (being mindful of sustainability) and towels must
be put in a covered laundry hamper that has been cleaned and disinfected regularly. Wash in the washing machine with
warm water at 60−90°C (140−194°F) laundry detergent is recommended. If possible, wash at the salon/barbershop.
These must be dried in the dryer then folded and kept in a clean area. . Capes/gowns can be treated with spray on
disinfecting spray following product instructions. (Barbicide or Glenn20).

Back Basin Area


Clean and Disinfect all bowls, handles, hoses, spray nozzles and shampoo chairs ensuring to use correct contact time
and concentration.

Cleaning of Electrical Appliances


Clean appliance with spray or a wipe to remove any hair. Use barbicide or similar, leaving on for correct time. When
contact time is complete, dry with paper towel or clean laundered towel.

Break Room





Wash your hands before and after you eat.
Discard or disrobe from any PPE gear safely and wash hands.
Clean and disinfect the area in which you sit and eat before and after your break ensuring it is safe for the next persond
Have lotion available to apply to hands to maintain skin health.
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Safe practices when using face
masks in the salon
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Safe practices when using gloves
in the salon
You will need to use gloves

Remember to
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Sign-in Register/
Contact Tracing/QR Tracer
I declare that I HAVE
NOT: (please sign)

Contact tracing Information
Date

Full name

Email
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Contact
Number

Arrived into NZwithin the past 14
days.
Been in contact with someone
with COVID-19 symptoms.
Had/have any COVID-19 symptoms.

Time
in -

Time
out
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Returning home after work
Stopping the spread of Covid from work to home
To stop the possible spread of COVID-19, it is important that when you return home after work, you take all the
necessary precautions to ensure that you and everyone in your bubble are safe. Here are five simple guidelines to
follow:
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Response Plan to COVID-19
at work
If the suspected or confirmed case of Covid is at work

If the suspected or confirmed case of Covid is not at work when diagnosed

Remember:
From a health and safety perspective, there is not an automatic requirement to close down an entire workplace,
particularly If the person infected, or suspected to be infected, has only visited parts of the workplace.
Workers assisting the person who has suspected or confirmed COVID-19 should be provided with appropriate PPE, if
available, such as gloves. They should also follow hand hygiene procedures.
Be aware of privacy obligations.
Follow the advice of health officials at all times.
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Protect yourself and your
workmates
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Protect yourself and your
Workmates cont.
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Protect your family/whanau
from COVID-19 (coronavirus)
This advice is from The New Zealand Ministry of Health

For more information about COVID-19 visit health.govt.nz/COVID-19
COVID-19 Health Advice 0800 358 5453
For international SIMs calls +64 9 358 5453
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STOP THE SPREAD OF
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)
Are you experiencing
shortness of breath?

Do you have a high
temperature (at least 38°C)?

Are you coughing?

If so, please DO NOT ENTER this business.
If you have these symptoms call Healthline
0800 358 5453
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Proposed Temporary Variation to an Employment Agreement
NZARH has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information materials contained on our website are
true and correct at the time of publication.
The information provided is general information only and is not intended to constitute legal advice.
Therefore, the NZARH accepts no responsibility for any loss, errors or omissions which may arise pertaining
to such reliance.
It is possible for variations to an employee’s Employment Agreement to be made if the correct process is
followed and with the agreement of both you and the employee. Any variation must be in writing and the
variation template on the page below can be adapted for use in this situation.
It is strongly recommended that members seek the advice from a Human Resources expert if they are
proposing to vary an employee’s terms of employment. Heaney & Partners are NZARH’s preferred Lawyer https://www.heaneypartners.com/
Please see template below.
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Employee name
Employee address

Date

Dear name
TEMPORARY VARIATION TO YOUR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
As you will be aware, we are in the middle of a pandemic due to Covid-19. We are trying to work and
continue to conduct business in this environment, but bookings and client numbers are down. We are
therefore trying to think of ways to ride this pandemic out so we stay operating and in business until the
situation improves.
We have come up with a proposal to temporarily change your duties to include [new function/s] to try and
adapt to the situation and keep everyone employed.
We are purposing to do this in accordance with clause XXXX of your current Individual Employment
Agreement with [Name of employer] dated [date] (Employment Agreement). That clause states that your
Position Description may be amended by us and that you may also be required to perform additional or
alternative duties to those set out in your Position Description.
This temporary variation to your Employment Agreement would commence when you countersign this
letter and will come to an end when [Name of employer] notifies you that the [new function/s] are no
longer required in our business.
The below terms vary, as necessary, to the terms of the Employment Agreement.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your duties include …………………..
………………………………………….……..
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………

With the exception of the above changes, all other terms and conditions in your Employment Agreement
remain unchanged and in force.
As the terms set out in this letter constitute a variation to your Employment Agreement, you have the right
to seek independent advice about these terms.
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If you have any questions, please let me know. If you are happy with the above proposed variation to your
Employment Agreement, please confirm your acceptance by signing where indicated below and returning a
signed copy of this letter to me as soon as you are able.
Yours sincerely,
Employer
Name Position

I, Name of Employee, accept the variation to my Employment Agreement outline above and acknowledge
that I have had reasonable opportunity to seek independent advice before signing.

Signed:

Date:
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Covid-19 - Staff Agreement Template

We, the team at _____________________________________________________ acknowledge that we have had
adequate training in how to keep ourselves and our clients safe.
We have refreshed our understanding of the Health (Hairdressing) Regulations and the extra Regulations
introduced for Covid-19.
We understand the importance of following these rules to keep everyone safe and we acknowledge that
we are all in this together.

Signed by:

___________________________________

Date: _______________

___________________________________

Date: _______________

___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________
___________________________________ Date: _______________

45
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Covid-19 Safety Plan – What you need to think about
Under alert level 2 all businesses that are permitted to resume operations need to have a COVID-19 safety plan that sets out how they’ll operate safely.
Now is also an opportunity for those businesses to:




reflect on what they have learned during the past weeks and implement any changes needed
ensure that they are familiar with the most up-to-date Ministry of Health guidance, and
revise their plans for working safely during the COVID-19 pandemic.

COVID-19 is a global pandemic. The risk to our communities, including workplaces, had been identified and assessed by public health authorities. The key controls
that have been decided as necessary to minimise the risk of passing on the COVID-19 virus at work are:






supporting people with flu-like symptoms to self-isolate
ensuring separation distances
disinfecting surfaces
maintaining good hygiene, particularly hand hygiene and good cough/sneeze etiquette
keeping records to facilitate contact tracing.

The purpose of planning is to ensure:



effective implementation of COVID-19 controls, and
the health and safety of staff and other people isn’t put at risk from changes that are made to work arrangements because of this pandemic.

Before work begins again you need to develop a plan for working safely. You also need to discuss and share the plan with everyone at work – including staff,
contractors, and suppliers – before the work starts. You should review and update your plan regularly.
The plan is for you, your staff, clients and other people who need to know about it. You don’t need to send your plan to WorkSafe for review or comment.
Below is the safety plan template. More useful information on what to include in the plan can be found here.
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Covid-19 Safety Plan Template
Use this form to document your thinking about how you and your staff will keep safe at work during the COVID-19 pandemic. Provide as much information in
response to each question as possible. This information will help your staff and other people to know exactly what to do and what to expect.
The COVID-19 pandemic is an evolving situation – review your plan regularly and make changes as required
Business Name:

Approved by:

Date Approved:

Date Distributed:

Revision Date:

Date Distributed:

Describe What You will Do
What will be done to manage risks
from restarting business after lockdown?

Who is Responsible

Consider: Changed employees, changed rosters, hygiene requirements (surfaces,
separation, toilet), maintenance, ventilation systems.
Example: Restart the line - carry out restart procedure and sterilise all touch surfaces.
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Describe What You will Do

Who is Responsible

How will you ensure all your staff
know how to keep themselves safe
from exposure to COVID-19?

Consider: Providing guidance, meetings to discuss distancing and hygiene, regular review.

How will you operate your business in
a way that keeps staff and others safe
from exposure to COVID-19?

Consider: Who needs to be in the workplace, staff input into different ways of working,
what other people or businesses you’ll have to interact with, ensuring separation
distances, disinfecting surfaces, shared equipment, training requirements, physical
separation or PPE requirements, staff transport.

Example: Ensure our procedures are up to date by a daily review of Ministry of Health
guidance.

Example: We will review guidance on the Ministry of Health website and to be sure
we are cleaning surfaces the right way with the right disinfectant.
.
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Describe What You will Do

Who is Responsible

How will you gather information on
the wellness of your staff to ensure
that they are safe to work?

Consider: Daily health screening check, discussing options with staff follow-up
procedures for ill workers, contact tracing information.

How will you manage an exposure or
suspected exposure to COVID-19?

Consider: Isolation procedures, gathering and using workplace contact tracing
information, clean down procedures, contacting Healthline.

Example: To find out if staff are well when they come to work, we will ask each staff member
basic questions about their physical and mental health.
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Describe What You will Do
How will you evaluate whether your
work processes or risk controls are
effective?

Who is Responsible

Consider: Adapting plans as you find better/easier ways to do things, how to ensure
staff are raising concerns or solutions, conducting regular reviews of your plan,
communicating changes.
Example: We need staffs’ feedback and some have little experience, so we will team up staff
with buddies who are more experienced, at team meetings.

How do these changes impact
on the risks of the work that you do?

Consider: With staff, review existing critical risks and whether work practice changes
will affect current risk management, are any new critical risks introduced due to
changes in staff numbers, work practices, what new risk controls are required?
Example: Regular check-ins with staff about how they are coping with the change to
earlier starts/later finishes etc.
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Travel and Health Declaration Form for Employees
To prevent the spread of the COVID-19 in our community and reduce the risk of exposure to our employees
and visitors, we are conducting a simple screening questionnaire.
Your participation is important to help us take precautionary measures to protect you and everyone in this
building.
Please return this form to your manager.
Employee Name:
Email Address or Contact Number:
Date and Time:
Have you travelled to another country in the
last 1 month?

� Yes �� No
Note: As per government’s requirements, travelers from
overseas must self-quarantine for 14 days after return from
overseas.

If yes above, which country did you travel
and when was your return date?
Are you in contact or live with someone
recently returning from overseas?

� Yes �� No

Are you in contact or live with someone who
has been confirmed with COVID-19 positive?

� Yes �� No

If you have any of the following symptom(s),
please tick the relevant box(es)

� Fever
�� Cough
� Body Aches
�� Sore Throat
� Shortness of breath
Note: If you have a fever, please inform your Manager immediately
and self-declare.

Signature: ……………………………………… Date: ………………………………………
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Travel and Health Declaration Form for Visitors/Contractors
To prevent the spread of the COVID-19 in our community and reduce the risk of exposure to our employees
and visitors, we are conducting a simple screening questionnaire.
Your participation is important to help us take precautionary measures to protect you and everyone in this
building.
Please return this form to your host prior to the meeting and bring a copy with you when you attend your
meeting. Please register at reception before meeting your host. - Thank you for your time.
Visitor Name:

Email Address or Contact Number:

Company Name:

Host Name:

Visit Date and Time:

Have you travelled to another country in the
last 1 month?

� Yes �� No
Note: As per government’s requirements, travelers from
overseas must self quarantine for 14 days after return from
overseas.

If yes above, which country did you travel and
when was your return date?

Are you in contact or live with someone
recently returning from overseas?

� Yes �� No

Are you in contact or live with someone who
has been confirmed with COVID-19 positive?

� Yes �� No

If you have any of the following symptom(s),
please tick the relevant box(es)

� Fever
�� Cough
� Body Aches
�� Sore Throat
� Shortness of breath
Note: If you have a fever, please reschedule your meeting and inform
your host immediately.

Signature: ……………………………………… Date: ………………………………………
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